Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The perihelion advance of Mercury is undoubtedly one of the pillars of General Relativity. It played a marginal role in the validation of the theory. Anecdotally, the point of view that was held as valid for a long time was to relate the anomalous perihelion advance to the existence of the planet Vulcan, proposed in the 1860s by Le Verrier, lying between the Sun and Mercury which was hoped to be discovered at some point. Although the search of this planet continued till the late 1920s, no evidences were ever found, and it was eventually replaced by the explanation for the perihelion advance of Mercury which is offered by converted General Relativity. Not surprisingly, this observational probe became a solid argument to certify the effectiveness and validity of the theory \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\].

Nowadays, General Relativity is itself one of the fundamental pillars of the standard cosmological models. Nevertheless, in the last decades amazing technological progresses have allowed us obtain sufficiently good data to probe our models of the cosmos, and the results have been quite shocking. We seem to live in a Universe dominated by two (kind of Olympic) substances: dark matter and dark energy. But the lack of knowledge of their fundamental nature (whether particles or scalar fields) \[[@CR3]--[@CR8]\], or whatever physical mechanism that may cunningly mimic them remains to the present day. This has led some sectors of the community to argue along the second possibility, which is that such manifestations could indicate a breakdown of General Relativity at certain scales. After all, for many decades we were convinced that the explanation of Mercury's perihelion advance rested with Vulcan, while the (eventual sound) solution to the puzzle came as a modified theory of gravity (*i.e.* the General Relativity) as compared to the up to the date prevailing one (Newtons). Similarly, many models which modify/extend General Relativity have been proposed to overcome the (arguably somewhat uncomfortable) need to introduce fluid/particle realizations of dark matter and dark energy \[[@CR9]--[@CR23]\].

The simplest route along modifications is represented by *f*(*R*) gravity, which replaces the Einstein--Hilbert action, which is linear in the Ricci scalar *R*, with a more general function *f*(*R*). In its weak field limit, *f*(*R*) gravity exhibits a Yukawa-like correction term to the standard Newtonian potential, thus modifying the dynamics of the two body problem \[[@CR24]\] as a matter of fact. But extreme care is required so that this task can be accomplished competently. On the one hand, any alternative relativistic theory of gravity should allow recovering General Relativity at small scales so as to match the unavoidably tight observational constraints \[[@CR1]\]. On the other hand, two-particle dynamics in the context of the modification of the Newtonian potential offers a straightforward possibility to probe the gravitational field. As it is well known, a Yukawa modification of the Newtonian potential naturally arises in the context of theories that attempt to unify gravity with other fundamental forces \[[@CR25]\]. Relatedly, it provides a possible route to explain the Pioneer anomaly \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\] and propounds predictions of the capability of forthcoming experiments to constrain departures from General Relativity \[[@CR28]\].

A promising workbench to test the underlying theory of gravity is the dynamics of binary systems composed by either two pulsars \[[@CR29]--[@CR35]\], or a pulsar and a supermassive black hole (SMBH) \[[@CR36], [@CR37]\]. Although systems like the latter have not been observed yet, prospects of a future detection have increased enormously thanks to the BlackHoleCam[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} project and Event Horizon Telescope (EHT)[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} survey that is mapping the central region of the Milky Way around the SMBH Sagittarius A\* (Sgr A\*) \[[@CR38], [@CR39]\]. It thus becomes a matter of quite relevance to develop improved descriptions of two body system dynamics in modified gravity. Our attention here focuses on possible methodologies within the *f*(*R*) setting.

In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we summarize the general framework and the previous results. In the Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we outline how to perform the integration of the equation of motion, and we particularize the solutions to the S0-2 star orbiting around Sgr A\*. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we show ans discuss our results. Finally, in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we give our conclusions.

*f*(*R*)-Yukawa like potential {#Sec2}
==============================

As mentioned above, in its weak field limit, *f*(*R*) gravity modifies the Newtonian potential. The functional form of this modification is the following:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ are the strength of the Yukawa correction and the scale over which the latter acts, respectively.
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) arises from the extra degrees of freedom of *f*(*R*) gravity. In general, it has been demonstrated that a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda \sim $$\end{document}$ Mpc \[[@CR43]--[@CR45]\]). Thus, to test departures from the Newtonian potential, one can follow two prescriptions: the first is a sort of *semiclassical* approach in which the modified gravitational potential in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is introduced in the Newtonian equations of motion \[[@CR46]--[@CR50]\]; the second is a full *relativistic* approach where the equations of the geodesics are taken into account.

In the *semiclassical* approach, the equation of motion of a massive point-like particle (*m*) moving in the modified gravitational potential well generated by the particle *M* arises as solution of,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \ddot{r} = -\nabla \varPhi (r). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In Newtonian mechanics no orbital precession happens. Nevertheless, the Yukawa-term in the Newtonian potential gives rise to a precession of the orbit \[[@CR46]--[@CR50]\]. Moreover, for those binary systems having their semi-major axis much smaller than the Yukawa length, it is possible to find an analytical expression to compute the precession \[[@CR49]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Nevertheless, as it has been already anticipated, the modified gravitational potential in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) arises from *f*(*R*) gravity. It follows from solving the fourth order field equations in the post-Newtonian limit of a spherically symmetric metric. The general solution of the problem, obtained by matching at infinity the Minkowski space-time, is given by \[[@CR24]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \varPsi (r)= & {} - \frac{2G M }{c^2(\delta +1)r}\left[ 1-\delta e^{-\frac{r}{\lambda }}\left( 1+ \frac{r}{\lambda }\right) \right] . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Fig. 1Numerical integration of the equation of motion. Specifically, **a**, **d**, and **g** show the results of the *semiclassical* approach, while in the other panels the results of the numerical integration of the geodesics are depicted

In such a *relativistic* approach, the equations of motion, *i.e.* the equations of geodesics, once written for the non-zero Levi--Civita connections, are given by \[[@CR51]\],$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} R_S = \frac{GM}{c^2}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$As it was the case for the *semiclassical* approach, the numerical integration of the geodesic equation shows the precession of the orbit, and it is possible to obtain an analytical expression of it for those systems having their semi-major axis much smaller than the Yukawa length \[[@CR51]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical integration: results and discussions {#Sec3}
==============================================

We have integrated numerically the differential equations of motion for the *semiclassical approach*, Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), and for the *relativistic* one, Eqs. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""})--([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}). The problem is particularized for the orbits of the S0-2 star around Sgr A\*. Following \[[@CR47]\], we fixed the mass of central object to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To quantify the variation of the orbital motion between the two approaches, we have focused on the case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is worth to note that others analysis comparing the predicted orbital motion of S0-2 star around the Galactic Centre and data have been carried out in the framework of both *f*(*R*) and hybrid gravity \[[@CR59], [@CR60]\]. In both cases, the orbits are obtained integrating the Newtonian equation of motion with a modified gravitational potential according to the specific theory. For both theories, the results pointed out very small departures from the general relativistic case. Moreover, these departures are of the same order of what we have predicted with our approach confirming once again our results.

Frame related issues {#Sec4}
====================

At this point a further discussion on the results is required. All calculations have been performed in the Jordan frame, where a self-interacting potential is taken into account, but the same calculations can also be carried out in the Einstein frame. In the latter case, the gravitational coupling becomes a function of space and time and depends dynamically from scalar fields. As a consequence, according to the Mach Principle, the gravitational interaction changes with distance and time \[[@CR55], [@CR56]\]. Although a conformal transformation connects the two frames, it is still an opened question whether these two frames are mathematically, or even physically, equivalent. For example, let us consider geodesic motion: in the Jordan frame, a massive test particle falls along time-like while in the Einstein frame it does not due to a force arising from the gradient of the conformal scalar field. Therefore, the Equivalence Principle only holds in the Jordan frame. Nevertheless, although gauge invariance is broken, there is the possibility, when computing the weak field limit, to check step by step the perturbative approach in both frames to obtain self-consistent results allowing to compare potentials, masses and other physical quantities.

Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

We have devoted this analysis to point out the importance of using geodesics to test modified gravity with binary systems, and to the possibility of revealing the modification of gravity along the orbital path of an S-star at the Galactic center. We have summarized the results presented in \[[@CR49], [@CR51]\], and then we have numerically integrated the equations of motion particularizing our analysis to the S0-2 star. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we have shown the impact of both parameters of the Yukawa-like gravitational potential on the orbital motion around Sgr A\*. The modification of the gravitational potential is reflected with different magnitude in both spatial coordinates. While the variation with respect the general relativistic predictions is almost negligible in the *x*-direction, it is not in the *y*-direction. In fact, after five revolutions *y*, as predicted in the Yukawa-like potential, differs form the GR one $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim 0.01^{\prime \prime }$$\end{document}$. The level of accuracy required to reveal modification of gravity along the geodesic track of the S0-2 star should be reached in few years \[[@CR53], [@CR54]\] serving as a smoking gun of modified gravity.

Despite the intrinsic difficulties of the methodology applied in this analysis, that are mainly related to the boundary conditions problem, and the astrophysical limits of current and forthcoming datasets, we should point out that the same methodology can be also applied to closer binary system, such as neutron stars binary, which also have a smaller orbital period, to take advantage of the very precise timing measurements of pulsars and improving the current constraints on modified gravity models.

<https://BlackHoleCam.org>.

<http://www.eventhorizontelescope.org>.
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